From the Committee

Hi EVP kindergarten families,

It is now the end of Term 3 and we can happily reflect on some great social events.

The 3 year old disco was another hit. Our beautiful Blue and Yellow group children turned up looking sharp in their smart shirts, pretty dresses and beads ready to twirl the night away.

74% of both groups attended bringing parents, their siblings and it was lovely to see some grandparents as well. A great turnout.

Once again it was the music that was the real hit and Kate V (Red) did another fantastic job with the dance floor full all night.

Kerrin (Blue Group Teacher) also dressed up and danced the whole night with the children, which they absolutely loved.

Our door prizes of beautiful books were won by Tara and Nate from Blue group and Jasmine and Joshua from Yellow Group.

A big thank you to the Committee Members, Kate V (Red), Kate G (Yellow), Bec (Yellow) and Heather (Yellow and Red) who manned the entry, managed the music, a speech and door prizes, sold pizzas and drinks and who set up for the night.

Kate G (Yellow) surprised all the children with glow sticks to play with after we ate and they had a ball playing with them in the dimmed lights. Thanks Kate and very nice thing to do.

And another big thank you to the parents who stayed to help pack up and place all the furniture, tables and kinder activities back in place and helped clean up.

Enjoy the holiday break with your family and see you in Term 4

Kind regards

Reverse Parking

Our car park now has signage to remind everyone that it is a reverse parking car park only.

Please be sure to let other family members or friends know if they are dropping off or picking up your children.

Woolworths Earn and Learn

We have just completed our 52nd sheet of stickers.

A huge effort and a big thank you to all those who dropped off stickers and sheets. Thank you to Angela for spending a morning putting heaps of stickers onto the sheets.

Our top families that contributed are:

- Takac Pan – 6 sheets
- McPhedran – 5 sheets
- Tymms – 5 sheets
- Fielding – 4 sheets
- Gidley – 3 sheets
- Blaxland – 2 sheets
- Piccoli – 2 sheets

Key Dates

Sun 6 December Working Bee - Blue Group
Julie and the Committee

Tiqbiz

It is now very important that you make sure that you have the Tiqbiz app downloaded and you are viewing it.

Moving into Term 4 it is our intention to only use Tiqbiz as our form of communication with you.

Angela has sent out all the information you need. You just need to follow the instructions and make sure you have ticked your group and the whole school.

It's important to have both even though sometimes you will get the same notifications in both.

Please see Angela asap if you have any questions.

If anyone doesn't have a device that's can facilitate apps please see Angela asap.

Working Bee

It was a disappointing turn out for the Yellow group Working Bee Sunday 20th Sep, with only three parents helping out on the day and two extra parents from other groups. The kinder uses these working bees to maintain the equipment and the environment that your children play in so it's important to have as many parents there as possible each time to ensure the work gets done.

Thank you to Scott for organising everything on the day and to those who did turn up.

Blue Group Working Bee - 6th December

Please email the kinder a week before if you cannot make it so all tasks can be allocated and to ensure we have enough people to complete all jobs.

If you were unable to attend your group's working bee and can make it for 6th Dec, please email the kinder to let them know.

Trivia Night

Well it was a cracker of a night!

A huge Thank you to Scott and his friend Matt (who volunteered his services for free), for hosting the evening and presenting the questions through a series of ‘Dad’ jokes.

Thanks heaps guys it was a great night with over 110 people enjoying the evening and all your hard work was absolutely worth it.

The Trivia Night Sub-Committee did an outstanding job organising the door prizes, raffles, lucky dips, games and the Silent Auction items.

It took a huge effort from many helpers to organise sending out letters to over 300 businesses and then collecting all the kindly donated goods, sorting, collating, wrapping, transporting, organising the questions, designing and printing the invitations, scouting locations, organising the music, tea/coffees, setting up tables, balloons, table decorations, signage for the night and loads more.

Thank you to Kate V (Red), Kate G (Yellow), Scott (Red), Virginia (Green), Karen (Red), Jo (Red), Natalie (Blue), Cory (Red), Belinda (Red), Elisha (Green) and Angela (Admin) for all your hard work on the night and in the months before. Thank you also to our extra helpers on the night.

A very special BIG thank you must go to Kate V (Red), who has worked on this Trivia Night for months and had everything planned down to the smallest detail. It was this attention to detail that made the night run so
smoothly. Kate’s countless hours of input gave us a Trivia Night we all enjoyed very much. Thank you very much Kate V.

It was a mammoth effort and you should be very proud of your achievements.

With loads of door prizes, raffle prizes, lucky dips and a huge range of Silent Auction items, I’m sure most people went home with something and it was great seeing everyone mingling, laughing, jumping up to play the games and outbidding each other on auction items.

The real winner on the night was of course the kinder with nearly $4000 dollars made on the evening.

Thank you to everyone for coming along and being so generous.

**Picture Plates**

We have some budding artists at our kinder with the pictures on the plates.

Looked fantastic.

It was great to see so many plates ordered and I’m sure the plates will become treasured memories to enjoy for many years.

Thank you to Kate G (Yellow) and Angela (Admin) for organising it all.